
Grammar Work                                    Pronouns   
 

A reflexive pronoun points the action of the verb back to the subject of the sentence. 

 

          If the subject is singular, the reflexive pronoun ends in –self: 

                     myself, yourself, itself, herself, himself 

                    Ex:  The child dressed herself.  (child is the singular subject, herself is the singular 

reflexive pronoun) 

 

          If the subject is plural, the reflexive pronoun ends in –selves: 

                     ourselves, yourselves, themselves 

                    Ex:  The children helped themselves to juice.  (the children is the plural subject, 

themselves is the plural reflexive pronoun) 

 

Note:  Do not confuse:  hisself        (WRONG!)    for    himself        (CORRECT!) 

                                       ourself       (WRONG!)   for    ourselves     (CORRECT!) 

                                       theirselves (WRONG!)   for    themselves  (CORRECT!) 

               

Circle the reflexive pronoun in each sentence.  Then draw an arrow from the reflexive 

pronoun to the subject of the sentence. 
 

 

1. The teacher views herself through the eyes of her students. 

2. The handicapped children are preparing themselves for the Special Olympics. 

3.  The wheelchair can propel itself automatically. 

 

Circle the correct reflexive pronoun. 
 

1. A nonsighted boy entered ( hisself / himself ) in the swimming competition.  

2. The children pride ( themselves / theirselves ) on their persistence and endurance. 

3. “Let us help ( ourself / ourselves ) to refreshments,” the children shouted. 

 

Complete each sentence with the correct reflexive pronoun. 
 

1. Michael timed ________________________________ on the underwater swim.  

2. The girls tested ________________________________ on their gymnastic abilities. 

3. I hoisted ________________________________ onto the double bars. 

4.  We measure ________________________________ against our past performances. 
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Grammar Work                                    Pronouns   
 

You know that nouns and verbs must always agree in number.  This is also true for pronouns 

and verbs. 

 

          If one is singular, both must be singular, and if one is plural, both must be plural.  

                    Ex:  He swims.     She visits.   (Both pronoun and verb are singular.) 

                            They swim.  We visit.     (Both pronoun and verb are plural.) 

               

Circle the correct verb for each sentence. 
 

 

1. They ( watches / watch ) the nurse with growing interest. 

2. She ( make / makes ) entries in the patient’s file. 

3.  I ( has / have ) some questions about my medicine. 

 

Circle the correct pronoun for each sentence. 
 

1. ( I / She ) have confidence in the doctor.  

2. ( She / They ) have a good relationship. 

3. ( It / They ) has no serious side effects. 

 

Write the correct form of the verb in parentheses. 
 

1. He ________________________________ the restaurant was open.  (wish)  

2. We ________________________________ breakfast in our room.  (has) 

3. They________________________________ a cot to the room.  (bring) 

 

Complete each sentence with a subject pronoun. 
 

1. ________________________________ relax around the indoor pool. 

2. ________________________________ have  very few souvenirs in the gift shop. 

3. ________________________________ plan a return visit in the fall. 

4. ________________________________ watches TV in his room at night. 
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